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Part I 

Answer all 28 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial credit 
will be allowed., Record your answers on your separate answer sheet. [.56] 

1 In the diagram below of circle 0, chord AB is parallel to chord GH. 

Chord CD intersects AB at E and GH at F. 

Use this space for 
computations. 

c 

Which statement must always be true? 
,----.. ~ 

(1) AC - CB (3) AB - GH 

(2) 
~ 

DH 
,----..., 

- BH @AG~BH 

(3) 3J1Jl 
(4) 0~2 

3 Point M is the midpoint ofAB. If the coordinates ofA are (-3,6) and 
the coordinates of Mare (-5,2), what are the coordinates of B? 

(1) (1,2) (3) (-4,4) bfy 2 
(2) (7,10) @ (-7,-2) ~~ 

GfY", if 
yr>/;L 
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Use this space for 
computations.4 	When a dilation is performed on a hexagon, which property of the 

hexagon will not be preserved in its image? 

(1) parallelism 	 @ length of sides 

(2) orientation 	 (4) measure of angles 

5 	As shown in the diagram below of 6.ABC, a compass is used to find 
points D and E, equidistant from point A. Next, the compass is used 
to find point F, equidistant from points D and E. Finally, a straight

~ 	 ~ 

edge is used to draw AF. Then, point G, the intersection ofAF and 
side BC of 6.ABC, is labeled. 

B 

Which statement must be true? 


----. - ----. 
~~ bisects side BC (3) AF J.. BC 

l.9J' AF bisects LBAC (4) 6.ABG ~ 6.ACG 
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- -

B 

Use this space for 
6 	In the diagram of £::,JEA below, mLJEA = 90 and mLEAJ = 48. computations. 

Line segment MS connects points M and S on the triangle, such that 
mLEMS = 59. 

J 

What is mLJSM? 

(1) 163 	 (3) 42 

(2) 121 @17 


7 	In £::,AED with ABCD shown in the diagram below, EB and EC are 
drawn. 

E 

A D 

If AB - CD, which statement could always be proven? 

@ AC - DB 	 (3) AB - BC 

(2) AE - ED 	 (4) EC ~ EA 
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Use this space for 
computations.8 Given that ABeD is a parallelogram, a student wrote the proof 

below to show that a pair of its opposite angles are congruent. 

B 

A 

c 

Statement Reason 

1 . ABCD is a parallelogram. 1. Given 

2. BC ~ AD 2. Opposite sides of a parallelogram 

AB ~ DC are congruent. 

3. AC ~ CA 3. Reflexive Postulate of Congruency 

4 . .6ABC ~ .6CDA ::S~1iC;t
5. LB ~ LD 

What is the reason justifying that LB ~ LD? 

(1) Opposite angles in a quadrilateral are congruent. 

(2) Parallel lines have congruent corresponding angles. 


@ Corresponding parts of congruent triangles are congruent. 


(4) Alternate interior angles in congruent triangles are congruent. 

9 The equation of a circle with its center at ( -3,,5) and a radius of 4 is 

(1) (x + 3)2 + (y - ,5)2 = 4 

(2) (x - .3)2 + (y + 5)2 = 4 


@ (x + 3)2 + (y - 5)2 = 16 


(4) (x - 3)2 + (y + 5)2 = 16 
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Use this space for 
computations.10 In the diagram below of 6.DAE and 6.BCE, AB and CD intersect 

at E, such that AE :::: CE and LBCE :::: LDAE. 

c 

A 

D 

Triangle DAE can be proved congruent to triangle BCE by 


@ASA (3) SSS 


(2) SAS (4) HL 

11 As shown in the diagram below, Fj is contained in plane C/{, BC and 
DE are contained in plane S, and Fj, BC, and DE intersect at A. 

C/{ F 

;- -
c 

p 

~___J 

Which fact is not sufficient to show that planes C/{ and S are 
perpendicular? 

(1) FA 1. DE ~BC 1.Fj 

(2) AD 1.AF WDE1.BC 
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Use this space for 
12 What is an equation of the circle shown in the graph below? computations. 

y 

x 

(1) (x - 3)2 + (y - 4)2 = 25 


@ (x + 3)2 + (y + 4)2 = 25 


(3) (x - 3)2 + (y - 4)2 = 10 

(4) (x + 3)2 + (y + 4)2 = 10 

13 As shown in the diagram below, lines m and n are cut by transversal p. 

Lf:v tJL) f&t)D ~)go 
n )J. r;L~ ~ l~ 

~.~. '~15~ 
'+ ~ 
x~ /3

If mLl = 4x + 14 and mL2 = 8x + 10, lines m and n are parallel 

when x equals 


(1) 1 ~13 
(2) 6 (4) 17 
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Use this space for 
14 The angle formed by the radius of a circle and a tangent to that computations. 

circle has a measure of 

(3) 1350 

(4) 1800 

Y$} 
15 A sphere is inscribed inside a cube with edges of 6 cm. In cubic 

centimeters, what is the volume of the sphere, in terms of 1T? V~.!J-y (~,3 
~ 121T (3) 481T ~ ") b 'j 

\.9> 361T (4) 2881T V~ "161f 

16 Scalene triangle ABC is similar to triangle DEF. Which statement is 
false? 

(1) AB : BC = DE : EF (3) LACB:::::: LDFE 

(2) AC: DF = BC : EF ® LABC- LEDF 

vftBG'i t.. OEy 
IV! ~) i, BAC-:; L. eDf" L ) 
Ir~~ y~~«TV 

17 Which equation represents a line that is parallel to the line whose G8 ) b 
equation is y = ~ x - 3 and passes through the point (1,2)? d-:>},. (J I

3 1 3 ~@Y="2x +"2 (3)Y="2x - I)(1 2 

2 4 2 8 '/)S D 
(2) y = 3"x + 3" (4) y = -3"x + 3" cr 

18 Lines a and b intersect at point P. Line c passes through P and is 
perpendicular to the plane containing lines a and b. Which 
statement must be true? 

(1) Lines a, b, and c are coplanar. 

~ Line a is perpendicular to line b. 


CEV Line c is perpendicular to both line a and line b. 


(4) Line c is perpendicular to line a or line b, but not both. 
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Use this space for 
computations.19 As shown in the diagram of .6.ACD below, B is a point on AC and 

DB is drawn. 

D 

If mLA = 66, mLCDB = 18, and mLC = 24, what is the longest 
side of .6.ABD? 

~AB (3) AD 

(2) DC (4) BD 

20 In .6.ABC shown below, P is the centroid and BF = 18. 

A~--T----,I 

c 

))tX~ )9 
Sy ~ J? 
)(~" 

What is the length of BP? 

(1) 6 

(2) 9 

~ 3 

(~12 
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Use this space for 
21 In the diagram below, EF is the median of trapezoid ABCD. computations. 

D x}3 c ;y ~3 (5y-9 
L 

(,X/b 
-:t..k '7 r6 


A 'ix~'cr B ~-> 

IfAB = 5x - 9, DC = x+ 3, andEF = 2x + 2, what is the value ofx!-:; ~ 


@ 5 (3) 7 

(2) 2 (4) 8 

22 In the diagram below of i:,.ABC, AB ::: AC, mLA = 3x, and 
mLB = x + 20. 

A >x+ )' 1-J-61 )r;6 ~ I ~-C) 

~s~ 
5 

y ~ J-gWhat is the value of x? 

(3) 329:l1O 
(4) 40~8 

B~~--~----------------~C 

23 For which polygon does the sum of the measures of the interior 
angles equal the sum of the measures of the exterior angles? I1St' (1) -J} :s 
(1) hexagon @quadrilateral 

(2) pentagon (4) triangle 
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Use this space for 
24 For a triangle, which two points of concurrence could be located computations. 

outside the triangle? 

(1) incenter,and centroid 

(2) centroid and orthocenter 

(3) incenter and circumcenter 


® circumcenter and orthocenter 


25 The slope of line .e is - ~ . What is an equation of a line that is 
perpendicular to line .e? ~ <] ",. ) 

1 ,~tv'\ 7 /11'" "..,
(1) y + 2 ="3x /'1 ., '3 ® 9x - 3y = 27 I' '" J 
(2) -2x + 6 = 6y (4) 3x + y = 0 f'1~ ? '3 
f\7 .-,.,,1 (11 5- .... ')


3 


26 Which type of triangle can be drawn using the points (-2,3), 
(-2, -7), and (4, -5)? 

~ scalene (3) equilateral 

0;Y isosceles (4) no triangle can be drawn 

f L:J.-~·J-)1- 16 --7) ~ 5 ~ (~). ~'fy2f- t~ --SJ-:C 

1() ? ~·36 fbLf 
IV:? (iU7) 
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Use this space for 
27 In the diagram below, DE joins the midpoints of two sides of .6.ABC. computations. 

c 

~-----~........ E 

AL-------------------~B 

Which statement is not true? 

(1) CE = ~ CB 

(2) DE = ~AB 


@ area of .6.CDE = ~ area of .6. CAB 


(4) perimeter of .6.CDE = ~ perimeter of .6.CAB 

y ',-.}y f) M S 1: fI1.J.> ~L 
28 Which equation represents the line that is perpendicular to 
~= x + 2 and passes through the point (4,3)? 
~Y-~ ~ 
(1) 	 y = ~ x - 5 L9Y y = -2x + 11 


1

(2) y = 	2x + 1 (4) y = -2x - 5 

Y:;fI1 X+b 

1 ~ ~J) Lti) +~ 

11 ~ 	b 
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Part II 

Answer all 6 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. F~r all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. [12] 

29 	Write the negation of the statement "2 is a prime number," and determine the truth value of the 
negation. 
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30 The coordinates of the vertices of ~ABC are A(1,2), B( -4,3), and C( -3, -5). State the 
coordinates of ~A'B'C', the image of ~ABC after a rotation of 90° about the origin: 

[The use ~f the set of axes below is optional.] .Ii'\ [ .;1-) 1) Wi ( -) ,'" 4) )G) (~ # .~) 

y 
~ ..'.. 'l'~"~'r"'" 'j'..... ~..''~'r < <,. 'f·'···'r'" 'Hr······ ~ .. <. ,. """'f .~....!<. «< < ~ , ••••• 'f" > > •• ~ •••• ' ')""" 'f""" ~ y' ." < r' <, <": 

[...... i"'''' t··", .~.~.... ~.....-t"",·~,·,.. '!',.,., '[' y ••• '~'" ". ,. < ••• t·· 'y'- l"··"y······~······~·'···· f" "H~""" ~ .•• ". ~';. •• '.' ': 

1",,,,I....··t······r··""l'''..l····1··..·':''''''t"····y···· "'"·t..···j···.,·t··,,,T',,,·i··..··j""""',·!"""!,,····t······: 
:~..". ~ .~..., t"" ":-.....';"'~~";"" ,.~ 'UH.:-" ""1"H'":''' ••• " .• ': .YO....!'" '" rUH "r" ...,!V... ,' '1" ,~...~ .... " ~. ny,.?"" "; 

i:lrlit~·li!·:lI:Llttlll]

~"""t·M·r·····'t'·H'f"'··t···~ ~ ""'~ ......~ ...... """r" .~......1'.v.v,1""'~~M .... 1'.n···~"""~'~···'r·'·'··~ 

!TIlll::.r.Alt1;· ·.···..TT.j.r.11·.·i..'••••·1 
~~--~~~~--~+-+-~~~~~~~--~~~~--~~X. 

. , , . , . . . , . , , . , . 
~~. < <.< i" T'···· 'fOH' < '1"« ·'T"·····f·· .'" ..,. Y>"" T' < <., .~ •••••• r" '·'7«"'< ~ .. '...T'" ...~<." 

1!:IIIllaI~i~~ji[i~g11:Ij

:~;~;;~;~~ :::~~~:~:'r'" ..,~...... t"···,~ " '~" ·""t··· , ~.",·'t····«~< ••• v. ·····t".~'~«"< '1' v'v ·,t·.....~~.«<'1"" ···t··,·"~ >, ,., < 1""" <~v •• < ••~ ••••• 

~"··"1·V>·nf·....·~··~'''~"···vf,,,·,,~···H+·''··t·v..''~' ..... "·"t·vvn·~.. ~..·tu."+".H~····..i·.. ····~· .... '1 ..·..,f"",,; 
:~~;:~;~~3 ~:~;:~::~! 

c:::r::r:::r::::r:::r:::r:::r::::r::::r:::: .::::r:::r::::r:::r:::r::::r:::::r::::r:J::::::: 
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31 A cylinder has a height of 7 cm and a base with a diameter of 10 cm. Determine the volume, in 

cubic centimeters, of the cylinder in terms of 'IT. r <..5 


v~ 'FYI t]l-, 7 

c, 17 ~JY 
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32 The coordinates of the endpoints of FG are (-4,3) and (2,5). Find the length of FG in simplest 
radical form. 

/l~4 ~)Jr-f {} -r;)1

{")6 "lj 

tjlfu 
f{{l-D 
J-!/1D 
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33 Using a compass and straightedge, construct a line perpendicular to AB through point P. 
[Leave all construction marks.] 

B 

A 
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34 The graph below shows the locus of points equidistant from the x-axis and y-axis. On the same 
set of axes, graph the locus of points 3 units from the line x = O. Label with an X all points that 
satisfy bot~ conditions. 

y 
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Part III 

Answer all 3 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. [12J 

35 As shown in the diagram below, the diagonals of parallelogram QRST intersect at E. 
If QE = x2 + 6x, SE = x + 14, and TE = 6x - 1, determine TE algebraically. 

~________________~s 

Q 

.x1-t0>; xtlLt
j 

)'1- f);i -) 4 ~ ()
Ix ri)Cx-J) ~ D 
}J)( xsJ

(; (-;j -1 ~ 11 
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36 The vertices of ~RST are R( -6,5), S( -7, -2), and T(1,4). 

The image, of ~RST after the composition T_2,3 0 ry = x is ~R"S"T". 

State the coordinates of ~R"S"T". 

[The use of the set of axes below is optional.] , { . . " 

nl } {<:; ...l) () (~) -7) r ~) J)
1(.)·I.,b}.I J ) 

(l" O.-3Jl ~'I (-~) - 4)) r'{ ;X, 1\)
l ; 

y 
"",. "'."'" .,",,..,,,,,,,," "'~" .. '. ,~."""." , ...... :' "'" ',' 

,on,,,:, 

. "~'" ",~, ." 

i,' 
; ~ 

~L L 't, t'(J,4i I!FJ': ' : :f). : : : 
"",",,,,,,··t· ..... <..,.., ~ '" "<"" · .. i"···,,·j,, '"" 

. . »' 
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37 On the set of axes below, solve the following system of equations graphically and state the 
coordinates of all points in the solution. 

(x + 3)2 + (y - 2)2 = 25 

y 

:IT[+;:1!: 

!;····!!··:l·····r·f·rI•••J••••• ··• 

Ti:+3!1~:: 
1IJ~"}.\:"L",,,L,«,L«,,; .. 
L'1\)i{)[ ~ ! : , 
·""i'''''(''«''+'·'''''''''''r''''~''''''''''··'''' 

"""';""'"''1'''''''';'''''''';''' 

~--~~~--~~~~~~--~-+--~~-4--~~~~~~--~~X 

.•••:•• 1.·•• : •••• 1 

""~,, """~''''''--; 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. A' correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. 
The answer should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done 
in pencil. [6] 

38 Chords AB and CD intersect at E in circle 0, as shown in the diagram below. Secant FDA and 
- - ~ 

tangent FB are drawn to circle 0 from external pOint F and chord AC is drawn. The mDA = 56, 
~ ~ ~ 

mDB = 112, and the ratio of mAC : mCB = ~:1 

If 

S-(,b 

F~--------------------------~--~~
B 

Determine mLCEB. 

Determine mLF. 

J C1J.- -1 Jd- d-

Determine mLDAC. 
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